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INTRODUCTION

There is increasing evidence for a direct link between
perception and action: perceiving another person’s action activates the same representations as does the actual performance
of the action. Such common codes between perceiving and
producing actions enable humans to embody the behavior of
others and to infer the internal states driving it (e.g., Barsalou
et al. 2003). That is, by creating common representations
between ourselves and another person, we have a deeper
understanding of their current states and are better able to
predict their future behavior, facilitating complex social interAddress for reprint requests and other correspondence: N. N. Oosterhof,
Bangor University, School of Psychology, Adeilad Brigantia, Penrallt Road,
Bangor LL57 2AS, UK (E-mail: n.oosterhof@bangor.ac.uk).
www.jn.org

actions. However, the basis of the brain’s crucial ability to
relate one’s own actions to those of others remains poorly
understood.
One possible contributing neural mechanism is found in
macaque single-cell studies of so-called mirror neurons (di
Pellegrino et al. 1992), which have inspired many theories of
the neural basis of a range of human social processes such as
theory of mind, language, imitation, and empathy (Agnew et al.
2007; Corballis 2009; Rizzolatti and Fabbri-Destro 2008).
Surprisingly, given the extent of such theorizing, the evidence
for a human “mirror system”—that is, for brain areas in which
the visual and motor aspects of actions are represented in a
common code—is weak (Dinstein et al. 2008b).
Numerous functional neuroimaging studies have identified
brain regions that are active during both the observation and
the execution of actions (e.g., Etzel et al. 2008; Iacoboni et al.
1999). Although these studies show spatial overlap of frontal
and parietal activations elicited by action observation and
execution, they do not demonstrate representational overlap
between visual and motor action representations. That is,
spatially overlapping activations could reflect different neural
populations in the same broad brain regions (Gazzola and
Keysers 2009; Morrison and Downing 2007; Peelen and
Downing 2007b). Spatial overlap of activations per se cannot
establish whether the patterns of neural response are similar for
a given action (whether it is seen or performed) but different
for different actions, an essential property of the “mirror
system” hypothesis.
Several recent studies have addressed this problem with
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) adaptation designs (Grill-Spector and Malach 2001). Dinstein et al. (2007)
used this approach to identify areas (such as the anterior
intraparietal sulcus [aIPS]) in which the blood oxygenation
level dependent (BOLD) response was reduced when the same
action was either seen or executed twice in a row. However,
none of the areas tested showed adaptation from perception to
performance of an action or vice versa. Two subsequent studies
revealed adaptation from performance to observation (Chong
et al. 2008) or vice versa (Lingnau et al. 2009), but neither
showed bidirectional adaptation across the visual and motor
modalities. Most recently, Kilner et al. (2009), using a task that
involved goal-directed manual actions, showed adaptation effects bidirectionally in the inferior frontal gyrus (superior
parietal cortex was not measured).
Other recent studies have applied multivoxel pattern analyses (MVPAs; Haynes and Rees 2006; Norman et al. 2006) of
fMRI data to approach this problem. For example, Dinstein
et al. (2008a) found that patterns of activity in aIPS could
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J Neurophysiol 104: 1077–1089, 2010. First published June 10, 2010;
doi:10.1152/jn.00326.2010. Many lines of evidence point to a tight
linkage between the perceptual and motoric representations of actions.
Numerous demonstrations show how the visual perception of an
action engages compatible activity in the observer’s motor system.
This is seen for both intransitive actions (e.g., in the case of unconscious postural imitation) and transitive actions (e.g., grasping an
object). Although the discovery of “mirror neurons” in macaques has
inspired explanations of these processes in human action behaviors,
the evidence for areas in the human brain that similarly form a
crossmodal visual/motor representation of actions remains incomplete. To address this, in the present study, participants performed and
observed hand actions while being scanned with functional MRI. We
took a data-driven approach by applying whole-brain information
mapping using a multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) classifier, performed on reconstructed representations of the cortical surface. The
aim was to identify regions in which local voxelwise patterns of
activity can distinguish among different actions, across the visual and
motor domains. Experiment 1 tested intransitive, meaningless hand
movements, whereas experiment 2 tested object-directed actions (all
right-handed). Our analyses of both experiments revealed crossmodal
action regions in the lateral occipitotemporal cortex (bilaterally) and
in the left postcentral gyrus/anterior parietal cortex. Furthermore, in
experiment 2 we identified a gradient of bias in the patterns of
information in the left hemisphere postcentral/parietal region. The
postcentral gyrus carried more information about the effectors used to
carry out the action (fingers vs. whole hand), whereas anterior parietal
regions carried more information about the goal of the action (lift vs.
punch). Taken together, these results provide evidence for common
neural coding in these areas of the visual and motor aspects of actions,
and demonstrate further how MVPA can contribute to our understanding of the nature of distributed neural representations.
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collected across two sessions per subject. There were seven
conditions in the main experiment: do-A, do-B, do-C, see-A,
see-B, see-C, and null (fixation) trials. Each trial (Fig. 1)
started with a 500 ms blank screen followed by a 500 ms black
rectangle, signifying the beginning of a new trial. For the null
trials, a black screen was presented for 24 s. For the do and see
trials, one of the three actions (A, B, or C) was shown once,
followed by an instruction on the screen (“see” or “do”) for 2
s. After an interval (3.5 s), the movie was either repeated eight
times (“see” condition) or the participant performed the action
eight times (“do” condition). To match the “see” and “do”
conditions temporally, a pulsating fixation dot was presented in
the middle of the screen during the “do” trials. This fixation dot
was presented from 8 until 24 s after trial onset and repeatedly
changed size with a phase of 2 s (large for 1.5 s, followed by
small for 0.5 s). Participants were instructed to execute the
hand movements in time with the dot. Participants were not
able to see their own hand movements while in the scanner.
Each participant was scanned during two sessions, with 8
functional runs per session. Within each of the two sessions,
participants were scanned on two sets of 4 runs, each one
preceded by an anatomical scan. Each run started and ended
with a 16 s fixation period. The first trial in each run was a
repeat of the last trial in the previous run (in runs 1 and 5, it
was a repeat of the last trial of runs 4 and 8, respectively) and
was not of interest (i.e., regressed out in the analysis; see
following text). There were 14, 13, 13, and 13 remaining trials
of interest (49 in total) for runs 1– 4 (respectively) and similarly
for runs 5– 8. For each set of 4 runs, the seven conditions were
assigned randomly with the constraints that 1) each of the
seven trial conditions was preceded by each of the seven trial
conditions exactly once and 2) each condition was present in
each of the 4 runs at least once. Participants completed 16 runs

See

or

or
Do

EXPERIMENT 1

Methods
Six right-handed, healthy adult volunteers (mean
age 29; range ⫽ 24 –35; 1 female, 5 male) were recruited from
the Bangor University community. All participants had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants satisfied all requirements in volunteer screening and gave informed consent approved by the School of Psychology at Bangor University.
Participation was compensated at £30.

SUBJECTS.

Participants watched short movies
(1.5 s, 60 frames/s) of simple hand actions and also performed
these actions in the scanner. Supplemental Fig. S1 shows the
three actions used (labeled A, B, and C).1 The data were

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE.

1

The online version of this article contains supplemental data.
J Neurophysiol • VOL
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Total trial length = 24s
FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the trial structure in experiment 1. Each
block began with a warning signal, followed by a 1.5 s movie showing one of
3 simple, intransitive manual actions. A task cue (“see” or “do”) and a blank
interval then followed. On “see” trials, the same movie was then presented 8
times in succession, with a 0.5 s blank interval between each movie presentation. On “do” trials, a central fixation dot grew larger for 1.5 s and then
shrank again for 0.5 s, in a cycle that repeated 8 times and that was matched
to the cycle of movie presentations in the “see” condition. In the “do”
condition, participants were required to perform the action that had appeared
at the start of the block, in synchrony with the expansion of the fixation point.
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discriminate, within-modality, among three actions in either
visual or motor modalities. However, patterns of activity elicited by viewing actions could not discriminate among performed actions (nor vice versa).
To summarize, neuroimaging studies to date using univariate methods do not provide clear evidence for a brain
area (or areas) in which a common neural code represents
actions across the visual and motor domains. Likewise,
studies using adaptation or MVPA methods also have produced limited and conflicting evidence.
In the present study, to identify brain areas in which local
patterns of brain activity could discriminate among these actions both within and across modalities, we used MVPA.
Unlike the previous MVPA studies reviewed earlier, each
participant’s data were analyzed with a whole-cerebrum information mapping (“searchlight”) approach (Kriegeskorte et al.
2006). Furthermore, in contrast to the volume-based approach
used by most MVPA “searchlight” studies to date, we used
surface-based reconstructions of the cortex. This approach
improves both the classification accuracy and spatial specificity
of the resulting information maps (Oosterhof et al. 2010). In
this way, we were able to map brain areas that carry crossmodal action representations, without restricting our analysis
to predefined regions of interest, and in a way that respects
cortical anatomy.
Participants were scanned with fMRI while performing and
viewing different hand actions. In the first experiment, these
were intransitive movements of the hand. Participants viewed
a short movie of one of three actions and then repeatedly either
viewed or performed (with their own unseen hand) that action
over the length of a block. The aim of this first experiment was
to use a simple stimulus set to test our methods and to identify
candidate visual/motor action representations. This was followed by a second experiment, in which participants performed or viewed one of four manual actions directed at an
object. In this event-related experiment, the actions defined a
factorial design, in which either a lift or a punch goal was
executed with either the whole hand or with the thumb and
index finger. We adopted this design with two aims in mind: to
encourage activity in the mirror system by testing actions with
object-directed goals (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia 2010) and to
identify regions in which the local pattern of activity more
strongly represents action goals or action effectors.

CROSSMODAL ACTION REPRESENTATIONS

The data were acquired using a 3T Philips
MRI scanner with a sensitivity-encoded (SENSE) phased-array
head coil. For functional imaging, a single shot echo planar
imaging sequence was used (T2*-weighted, gradient echo
sequence; repetition time [TR] ⫽ 2,000 ms; time to echo
[TE] ⫽ 35 ms; flip angle [FA] ⫽ 90°) to achieve nearly whole
cerebrum coverage. The scanning parameters were as follows:
TR ⫽ 2,000 ms; 30 off-axial slices; slice pixel dimensions, 2 ⫻
2 mm2; slice thickness, 3 mm; no slice gap; field of view
(FOV) 224 ⫻ 224 mm2; matrix 112 ⫻ 112; phase-encoding
direction, A-P (anteroposterior); SENSE factor ⫽ 2. For participants with large brains, where the entire cerebrum could not
be covered, we gave priority to covering the superior cortex
(including the entire primary motor and somatosensory areas
and parietal cortex) at the expense of the inferior cortex
(mainly temporal pole). The frontal lobes were covered in all
participants. Seven dummy volumes were acquired before each
functional run to reduce possible effects of T1 saturation.
Parameters for T1-weighted anatomical scans were: 288 ⫻ 232
matrix; 1 mm3 isotropic voxels; TR ⫽ 8.4 ms; TE ⫽ 3.8 ms;
FA ⫽ 8°.
DATA ACQUISITION.

VOLUME PREPROCESSING. Using the Analysis of Functional
NeuroImages program (AFNI; Cox 1996), for each participant
and each functional run separately, data were despiked (using
AFNI’s 3dDespike with default settings), time-slice corrected,
and motion corrected (relative to the “reference volume”: the
first volume of the first functional run) with trilinear interpolation. The percentage signal change was computed by dividing each voxel’s time-course signal by the mean signal over the
run and multiplying the result by 100. The four anatomical
volumes were aligned with 3dAllineate, averaged, and aligned
to the reference volume (Saad et al. 2009).
Although we took measures to limit motion-related artifacts
including data “spikes” (e.g., by using short-trajectory hand
movements, as far from the head as possible) it is very likely
that there were more movement artifacts in the “do” than in the
“see” trials. However, one benefit of the crossmodal analyses
on which we focus our attention is that such incidental uncontrolled differences between “see” and “do” trials can only work
against our hypothesis. That is, they will tend to reduce the
similarity between activity patterns elicited in the “see” and
“do” conditions and thus make it more difficult for a classifier
to discriminate among actions crossmodally.
VOLUME ANALYSES. A general linear model
(GLM) analysis was performed using the AFNI 3dDeconvolve

UNIVARIATE
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program to estimate the BOLD responses for each do and see
action trial (16 s each). Beta coefficients were estimated
separately for each of the do and see action trials by convolving
a boxcar function (16 s on, starting 8 s after trial onset) with the
canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). The beta
coefficients from the first trial in each run were not of interest
(see preceding text), whereas beta coefficients from the other
trials were used in the multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA; see
following text). For each run, predictors of no interest were
included to regress out potential effects from the instruction
part from each trial, also by convolving a boxcar function (3.5
s on, starting 1.0 s after trial onset) with the canonical HRF. To
remove low frequency trends, predictors of no interest for
constant, linear, quadratic, and cubic trends were included in
the model as well.
SURFACE PREPROCESSING. For each participant and hemisphere, anatomical surface meshes of the pial-gray matter
(“pial”) and smoothed gray matter–white matter (“white”)
boundaries were reconstructed using Freesurfer (Fischl et al.
2001) and these were used to generate an inflated and a
spherical surface. Based on surface curvature, the spherical
surfaces of all participants were aligned to a standard spherical
surface (Fischl et al. 1999). Using AFNI’s MapIcosehedron,
these spherical surfaces were resampled to a standardized
topology (an icosehedron in which each of the 20 triangles is
subdivided into 10,000 triangles) and the pial, white, and
inflated surfaces were then converted to the same topology.
This ensured that each node on the standardized surfaces
represented a corresponding surface location across participants; therefore group analyses could be conducted using a
node-by-node analysis. The affine transformation from Freesurfer’s anatomical volume to the aligned anatomical volume
was estimated (using AFNI’s 3dAllineate) and applied to the
coordinates of the standardized pial and white surfaces to align
them with the reference volume.
For each participant, we also estimated the required affine
transformation to bring the anatomical volume into Talairach
space (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) and applied this transformation to the surfaces. The pial and white surfaces in
Talairach space were averaged to construct an intermediate
surface that was used to measure distances (described in the
following text) and surface areas in a manner that was unbiased
to a participant’s brain size. To limit our analysis to the cortex
and to improve statistical power when correcting for multiple
comparisons, an exclusion mask covering the subcortical medial structures was drawn on the group map. This mask was
subsequently used in the searchlight analyses.
INTRAPARTICIPANT SURFACE-BASED “SEARCHLIGHT” MULTIVOXEL
PATTERN ANALYSES. To investigate which regions represent

information about which of the three actions (A, B, and C) was
perceived or performed, we combined a searchlight (Kriegeskorte et al. 2006) with MVPA (Haynes and Rees 2006; Norman et al. 2006) implemented in Matlab (The MathWorks,
Cambridge, UK) using a geodesic distance metric on the
surface meshes (see Fig. 2). For each participant and hemisphere, in the intermediate surface a “center node” was chosen
and all nodes within a 12 mm radius circle on the surface
(using a geodesic distance metric; Kimmel and Sethian 1998)
were selected using the Fast Marching Toolbox (Peyre 2008).
For each selected node on the intermediate surface, a line was
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with (in total) 2 ⫻ 2 ⫻ 7 ⫻ 6 ⫽ 168 “do” and “see” trials of
interest, that is, 28 trials for each action with each task.
To ensure that the actions were executed correctly, participants completed a practice run of the experiment before going
in the scanner. They were specifically instructed not to move
during “see” and null trials and to move only their hand and
arm during “do” trials. They were told during training to use
the viewed actions as a model and to match these as closely as
possible during their own performance. Furthermore, we used
an MR-compatible video camera (MRC Systems, Heidelberg,
Germany) to record participants’ hands throughout the scanning session to verify that the actions were carried out correctly
and that no movements were executed in the “see” condition
and null trials or during the first 8 s of a trial.
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A

B

C

constructed that connected the corresponding nodes on the
standardized pial and white surfaces and, on each line, ten
equidistant points were constructed. The searchlight contained
all voxels that intersected at least one point from at least one
line.
Each selected voxel in the searchlight was associated with
168 beta estimates, one from the final 16 s of each “do” or
“see” trial of interest. These beta estimates were partitioned
into 56 chunks (2 modalities ⫻ 28 occurrences of each action),
so that each chunk contained three beta estimates of actions A,
B, and C in that modality. To account for possible main effect
differences between modalities or specific trials, for each voxel
and chunk separately, the three beta estimates were centered by
subtracting the mean of three beta estimates.
Based on these centered responses, a multiclass linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier was used to classify trials
using 28-fold cross-validation. Because typically the number
of voxels in selected regions was larger than the number of beta
estimates from the GLM, the estimate of the covariance matrix
is rank deficient. We therefore regularized the matrix by adding
the identity matrix scaled by 1% of the mean of the diagonal
elements. For each of the two modalities, the classifier was
trained on the beta estimates from 27 chunks in that modality,
tested on the remaining chunk in the same modality (unimodal
classification), and also tested on the corresponding chunk in
the other modality (crossmodal classification). This procedure
was repeated for all 28 chunks.
For each of the four combinations of train and test modality
[train (“do,” “see”) ⫻ test (“do,” “see”)], raw accuracies were
computed by dividing the number of correctly classified trials
by the total number of trials. For statistical inference in the
group analysis (see following text), raw accuracies were converted to z-scores based on their binomial distribution under
the null hypothesis of chance accuracy (1/3). For the crossmodal classification, accuracies from the two crossmodal classifications (train on “see,” test on “do”; and vice versa) were
combined before computing the z-score. This procedure was
repeated for all of the 100,002 nodes in the intermediate
surface. That is, each node was taken as the center of a circle
and classification accuracy was computed using the surrounding nodes within the selection radius.
SURFACE-BASED GROUP ANALYSIS. A random effects analysis
was used to find regions where classification accuracy was

J Neurophysiol • VOL

above chance, by applying (for each node) a t-test against the
null hypothesis of zero mean of the accuracy z-score (i.e.,
classification accuracy at chance level) and applying a nodewise threshold of P ⫽ 0.05 (two-tailed).To find clusters that
were significant while correcting for multiple comparisons, we
used a bootstrap procedure (Nichols and Hayasaka 2003). For
a single bootstrap sample, we took six individual participant
maps randomly (sampled with replacement). For each of the
six maps, the sign of the z-score was negated randomly with
probability of 50%, which is allowed under the null hypothesis
of chance accuracy (z-score of 0). We note that the data in the
bootstrap sample are unbiased with respect to the spatial
autocorrelation structure in the original group map. A t-test
was conducted on the resulting six maps and the resulting map
was clustered with the same threshold as that of the original
data. This procedure was repeated 100 times (i.e., we took 100
bootstrap samples) and for each bootstrap sample the maximum cluster extent (in mm2) across the surface was computed,
yielding a distribution of maximum cluster extent values under
the null hypothesis of chance accuracy. For each cluster in the
original group results map, the ␣-level (significance) was set at
the number of times that the maximum cluster extent value
across bootstrap samples was larger than the observed cluster
extent, divided by the number of bootstrap samples (100).
Clusters are reported only for which ␣ ⱕ 0.05. For each
cluster, its center-of-mass coordinates were computed by taking the average coordinates of its nodes, relatively weighted by
each node’s area.
Results
The crossmodal information map revealed significant clusters of crossmodal information about intransitive actions in and
around the junction of the left intraparietal and postcentral sulci
and also in the lateral occipitotemporal cortex bilaterally
(Fig. 3A; Table 1). Two smaller below-chance clusters were
also found, possibly due to the small number of subjects tested.
For reference, in Fig. 3B we show unthresholded t-maps and in
Fig. 3, C and D we present the data in terms of mean raw
accuracy (chance ⫽ 33.3%). We found approximately equivalent crossmodal information when classifiers trained with
“see” data and tested with “do” data (and vice versa) were
tested separately (Supplemental Fig. S2).
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FIG. 2. Comparison of voxel selection methods in information mapping. A: schematic representation of a brain slice, with white matter, gray matter, and
matter outside the brain indicated. The curved lines represent the white matter– gray matter boundary, the gray matter–pial surface boundary, and the skull. With
the traditional volume-based voxel selection method for multivoxel pattern analysis, a voxel (blue) is taken as the center of a sphere (red; represented by a circle)
and all voxels within the sphere are selected for further pattern analysis. B: an improvement over A, in that only gray matter voxels are selected. The gray matter
can be defined either using a probability map or using cortical surface reconstruction. A limitation, however, is that voxels close in Euclidian distance but far
in geodesic distance (i.e., measured along the cortical surface) are included in the selection, as illustrated by the 3 voxels on the left. C: using surface
reconstruction, the white matter– gray matter and gray matter–pial surfaces are averaged, resulting in an intermediate surface that is used to measure geodesic
distances. A node on the intermediate surface (blue) is taken as the center of a circle (red; represented by a solid line), the corresponding circles on the white– gray
matter and gray matter–pial surfaces are constructed (red dashed lines) and only voxels in between these 2 circles are selected.

CROSSMODAL ACTION REPRESENTATIONS

A

C

B

D
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For the unimodal information maps, we found that both for
observing and for performing actions, large areas in the brain
contained distributed above-chance information about which
action was seen or performed. The highest classification accuracies were found in the expected visual and motor regions for
“see” and “do” trials, respectively (Supplemental Fig. S3).
Discussion
Patterns of BOLD activity in the left anterior parietal cortex
and in lateral occipitotemporal cortex bilaterally carry information that can discriminate among meaningless intransitive
actions across the visual and motor domains. These findings
suggest that in these areas the distinguishing properties of
TABLE 1. Significant clusters in experiment 1 that carry
crossmodal information (see Fig. 3)

Center of Mass
Anatomical Location
Left hemisphere
aIPS
OT
EVC
Right hemisphere
aIPS
MTG

2

Area, mm

L-R

P-A

I-S

Mean

Max

493
445
329

⫺44
⫺53
⫺9

⫺32
⫺56
⫺87

47
3
⫺1

3.52
3.72
⫺3.79

10.02
9.71
⫺9.63

303
87

45
48

⫺62
⫺7

3
⫺10

3.89
⫺3.92

11.11
⫺9.29

Center of mass is shown in Talairach coordinates. Mean and maximum
classification t-values within each cluster are shown. Clusters are thresholded
based on a bootstrap approach (see METHODS). Approximate anatomical locations are provided. aIPS, anterior intraparietal sulcus; OT, occipitotemporal
cortex; EVC, early visual cortex; MTG, middle temporal gyrus.
J Neurophysiol • VOL

actions are represented in a distributed neural code and that at
least some aspects of this code are crossmodal. That is, some
features of the patterns that code the actions must be common
across the visual and motor modalities. Because the actions
were meaningless and intransitive, it is unlikely that these
codes reflect action semantics and the results of experiment 1
could not have been driven by the features of a target object
(cf. Lingnau et al. 2009).
The property of representing intransitive actions in a common vision/action code may be functional in its own right, e.g.,
to support the learning of movements by observation alone.
Aside from explicit, intentional learning, there are several
demonstrations of what might be called social “contamination”
effects— e.g., situations in which an observer spontaneously
adopts the postures or movements of another individual. These
automatic mirroring responses appear to facilitate social interactions and social bonding (Chartrand and Bargh 1999; Van
Baaren et al. 2003) and may mediate interactive or collaborative actions. Additionally, crossmodal intransitive representations may contribute to the understanding of object-directed
actions, for which the underlying movements may themselves
be key elements.
Our analyses of unimodal information identified widespread
areas that carried weak but significantly above-chance information about either which action was viewed or was performed. Importantly, in contrast to the critical crossmodal test,
in the unimodal analyses the stimulus (or motor act) was
essentially identical across training and test data sets. In such
situations, MVPA can be a highly sensitive method, potentially
making use of many sources of congruency between the neural
events elicited by repeated instances of a given stimulus (and
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FIG. 3. Group crossmodal surface information map for experiment 1, generated using multivoxel pattern analysis with a linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
classifier with training and test data from different (“see” vs. “do”) modalities. A: the colored brain clusters (see Table 1) indicate vertices where gray matter
voxels within the surrounding circle on the cortical surface show above-chance crossmodal information (random effects analysis, thresholded for cluster size).
Crossmodal visuomotor information about intransitive manual actions is found in the left hemisphere at the junction of the intraparietal and postcentral sulci and
bilaterally in lateral occipitotemporal cortex. For each node this is based on 2 classifications, in which either the data from the “see” condition were used to train
the classifier and the data from the “do” condition were used as test data or vice versa. Insets: detailed view of the significant clusters. B: the same map as A,
but without cluster thresholding. The color map legend (bottom left) shows the t-value of the group analysis against chance accuracy for A and B. C: like A, except
that mean classification accuracy values (chance ⫽ 33.3%) are depicted. D: like C, without cluster thresholding. The color map legend (bottom right) shows the
accuracy scale for C and D. CS, central sulcus; PoCS, postcentral sulcus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; STS, superior temporal sulcus.
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tors used to make contact with the object during action execution. Half of the actions involved the tips of the thumb and
index finger, whereas the other half involved the whole hand.
Orthogonally, we manipulated action goals. Half of the actions
involved grasping and lifting an object onto a platform in front
of the participant. The other half of the actions required the
participant to “punch” the side of the object so that it leaned
away from the participant before returning to the upright
position. By virtue of this factorial manipulation, we were able
not only to test for brain regions in which patterns carried
crossmodal visuomotor action representations, but also to further test the nature of these representations (cf. similar efforts
in extrastiate cortex; e.g., Aguirre 2007; Haushofer et al. 2008;
Op de Beeck et al. 2008). Specifically, we tested whether a
given area carries relatively more (crossmodal) information
about the effector used to manipulate the object or about the
goal of actions on the object.
In Fig. 4, we illustrate a simple scheme for thinking about
how patterns of cortical activity relate to different types of
informational content in a given region. The scheme centers on
assessing the similarity of patterns elicited by particular combinations of seen and performed actions in experiment 2. (We
note that the matrices in Fig. 4, A–C are congruent with how
accuracies were computed in experiment 1, but with three
actions instead of four.) Each row and each column (for
training set and test set, respectively) respectively represents
one of the eight conditions in the experiment, formed by the
combination of modality (see, do) ⫻ effector (finger, hand) ⫻
goal (lift, punch). Where fMRI activity patterns are predicted
to be similar (across training and test sets, for a given brain
region and a given participant), a cell matrix is marked with a
pink square. Conversely, trials that were used in the crossvalidation scheme, but where no similarity between patterns is
predicted, are indicated with a gray square. Different matrix
arrangements illustrate predicted similarity patterns for within-

A

B
C
D
E
F

FIG. 4. Similarity matrices for evaluation of experiment 2 cross-validation classification results. Each row and each column (for training set and test set,
respectively) represents one of the 8 conditions in the experiment, formed by the combination of modality (see, do) ⫻ effector (finger, hand) ⫻ goal (lift, punch).
Where functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activity patterns are predicted to be similar (across training and test set, for a given brain region and a
given participant), a cell matrix is marked with a pink square. Conversely, trials that were used in the cross-validation scheme but where no similarity between
patterns is predicted, are indicated with a gray square. A: this example represents predicted similarity for within-modality “do” action representation. The fMRI
activity patterns elicited by performing a given action are predicted to be similar across multiple executions of that action, compared with a different action. B and
C: similarity matrices for within-modality “see” and crossmodal action representation. In the crossmodal case (C), the prediction is that the fMRI activity pattern
elicited by performing a given action will be similar to that elicited by seeing that action (relative to other actions) and vice versa. D and E: similarity matrices
for representation of goal irrespective of effector and vice versa. Note that both cases reflect information carried across modalities. F: similarity matrix for the
contrast of goal vs. effector, where blue squares indicate similarity of patterns, but with a negative weight. Note that this matrix represents the difference between
the matrices in D and E. Also note that the matrices in A–C are equally applicable to experiment 1, but with 3 actions in each modality instead of 4.
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not necessarily the sources of interest to the investigators) such
as commonalities in motion (Kamitani and Tong 2006; Serences and Boynton 2007), thoughts (Stokes et al. 2009),
intentions (Haynes et al. 2007), or stimulus orientation (Kamitani and Tong 2005). This means that, in general, proper
interpretation of an informative brain region requires control
conditions that test to what extent representations generalize.
In the present study, this is much less a concern in the
crossmodal conditions, given the great differences at the sensory/motor level between seeing an action and performing that
action out of view.
Because of the novelty of our methods and of some of the
findings (e.g., crossmodal action information in lateral occipitotemporal cortex) we set out to replicate and extend the results
of experiment 1 before attempting to interpret them. First, to
extend our findings to goal-directed behaviors, in experiment 2
we tested transitive actions. It has been proposed that the
“mirror” system is more effectively engaged by object-directed
actions (e.g., Rizzolatti et al. 1996a) and we speculated that
testing such actions could increase the recruitment of ventral
premotor cortex. Second, we adopted an event-related design.
Although such a design carries the risk of reducing statistical
power, we reasoned that it would greatly increase participants’
engagement in the task (compared with experiment 1) by
requiring more frequent attention to task cues and more frequent switching between conditions. Third, we tested more
participants, which increases statistical power in the random
effects and bootstrap analyses. Finally, we introduced a monitoring task in the “see” conditions, which required participants
to attend actively to the viewed hand movements, as compared
with passive viewing, as in experiment 1.
Beyond these largely methodological improvements, we
introduced new variables to the design of experiment 2. We
orthogonally varied two aspects of the actions that were viewed
and performed by participants. One factor concerned the effec-

CROSSMODAL ACTION REPRESENTATIONS

A

B

C

modality representations (Fig. 4, A and B), for a visual/motor
crossmodal representation (Fig. 4C), and for representations
biased in favor of either action effectors or goals (Fig. 4, D–F).
EXPERIMENT 2

Methods
Eleven right-handed, healthy adult volunteers were
recruited from the Bangor University community. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants
satisfied all requirements in volunteer screening and gave
informed consent approved by the School of Psychology at
Bangor University. Participation was compensated at £20.

SUBJECTS.

Participants either performed or
watched object-directed actions in the scanner (Fig. 5). The
object was cup-shaped and attached with an elastic string to a

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE.

table located partially inside the scanner bore, approximately
above the navel of the participant (Fig. 5, A and B). Earphones
delivered auditory instructions to the participants, in the form
of words spoken by Apple Mac OS X 10.5 text-to-speech
utility “say” using the voice of “Alex.” Participants could see
the table and the object through a forward-looking mirror
mounted on the scanner coil. An experimenter of the same
gender as the participant (AJW or NNO) was present in the
scanner room to perform real-time actions on the object, which
were then observed by the participant through the mirror.
Visual instructions for the experimenter were projected on a
wall in the scanner room, invisible to the participant.
The action instructions varied orthogonally on the effector used
(“finger” for thumb and index finger or “hand” for the whole
hand) and on the goal of the action (“lift” to raise the object or
“punch” to push the object on its side). Thus the experimental
design was 2 (modality: “do” vs. “see”) ⫻ 2 (effector:
“finger” vs. “hand”) ⫻ 2 (goal: “lift” vs. “punch”). Figure
5C shows the four actions, from the approximate perspective of the participant while executed by the experimenter.
There were nine conditions in the main experiment: eight for
which an action was seen or performed and one null (no action)
condition. Each trial (Fig. 6) started with an auditory instruction “close” (for “do” and null trials) or “open” (for “see”
trials). Participants were instructed to open or close their eyes
according to the instruction and compliance was monitored
using a scanner-compatible eye tracking system. Simultaneously, a visual instruction was given to the experimenter to
indicate whether she/he should perform an action. Two seconds after trial onset, for “do” trials, another auditory instruction was given to the participant to indicate the specific action
to be executed, in the order goal– effector (e.g., “lift finger,”
“punch hand”). For “see” trials, no auditory instruction was
given to the participant, but they had to monitor the action
executed by the experimenter. To ensure the attention of the
participant during these trials, occasionally (twice per run, on
average) the experimenter repeated the action twice in rapid
succession (“catch trial”) and participants were instructed to
knock on the table to indicate that they had observed such a
repeat. For both “do” and “see” trials, the names of the action
goal and effector were presented visually to the experimenter:
for “do” trials, so that she/he could verify that the participant
executed the correct action, and for “see” trials, so that she/he
knew which action to execute. Each trial lasted for 7 s.
Each participant was scanned during a single session with
eight functional (F) runs and three anatomical (A) scans, in the
order AFFFAFFFAFF. For two participants, only six functional runs could be acquired due to participant discomfort and
technical difficulties with the table-object attachment, respectively. First-order counterbalancing was achieved by partition-

FIG. 6. Schematic of the trial structure for experiment 2.
The top row shows the series of events in “see” trials and the
bottom row events in “do” trials.
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FIG. 5. Experimental stimuli from experiment 2. A: frame capture from
video recording during experiment 2, showing the position of the participant’s
hand, experimenter’s hand, and the target object during a null (no action) trial.
B: similar to A, but the experimenter performs a “punch hand” action that is
observed by the participant. C: frames illustrating each of the 4 actions used in
the experiment, formed by crossing effector (finger, hand) ⫻ goal (lift, punch).
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DATA ACQUISITION. The data were acquired as in experiment
1, with a variation in some of the scanning parameters for
functional imaging: TR ⫽ 2,500 ms; 40 off-axial slices; (2.5
mm)3 isotropic voxels; no slice gap; FOV 240 ⫻ 240 mm2;
matrix 96 ⫻ 96.
UNIVARIATE VOLUME ANALYSES. Volume preprocessing was
identical to that in experiment 1 and univariate analyses very
similar to those in experiment 1, except for the following. For
each run separately, eight beta coefficients of interest (corresponding to the four “do” and four “see” action conditions)
were estimated with a GLM by convolving a boxcar function
(3 s on, starting 2 s after trial onset) with the canonical
hemodynamic response function (HRF). Each trial of no interest (see preceding text) was regressed out with a separate
regressor of the same shape. To remove low frequency trends,
predictors of no interest for constant, linear, quadratic, and
cubic trends were included in the model as well.
INTRAPARTICIPANT SURFACE-BASED “SEARCHLIGHT” MULTIVOXEL
PATTERN ANALYSES. Before MVPA, surfaces were prepro-

cessed as in experiment 1. Surface-based MVPA was also
performed similarly to experiment 1, with the only difference
that the beta estimates were partitioned in two chunks per run
corresponding to the two modalities (“do” and “see”), so that
cross-validation was eightfold for both unimodal and crossmodal classification. In other words, data from one run were
used to test the classifier, whereas data from the other runs
were used to train it. Based on the matrices in Fig. 4, accuracies
were computed as follows. Trials for which the combination of
corresponding (training and test) condition in the matrix was
colored red were considered as correctly classified; those for
J Neurophysiol • VOL

which this combination was marked (red or gray) were counted
to yield the total number of trials. Raw accuracy and accuracy
z-scores were computed as in experiment 1, while taking into
account the chance level (1/4 or 1/2, depending on the contrast:
the number of red squares divided by the number of marked
squares in each column). Accuracy z-scores for the “effector”
versus “goal” contrast (Fig. 4F) were the nodewise difference
of accuracy z-scores for “effector” and “goal” (Fig. 4, D and
E). Surface-based group-level analyses were carried out as in
experiment 1.
Results
In experiment 2, we identified significant clusters of crossmodal action information in the left hemisphere, in and around
the anterior parietal cortex including the postcentral gyrus. We
also observed clusters bilaterally in the lateral occipitotemporal
cortex (Fig. 7; Table 2). Analyses with a fixed number of 200
voxels (mean radius 13.1 mm) yielded an almost identical
information map. This result was also similar when the two
train-test directions (train with “see” data, test with “do” data,
and vice versa) were examined separately (Supplemental Fig.
S4). Unlike experiment 1, however, the unimodal “do” but not
the “see” analysis revealed areas carrying within-modality
information about the actions (Supplemental Figs. S5 and S6).
To identify regions in which the crossmodal information
content was biased either for action goals or for effectors, we
first applied a mask to include only locations for which crossmodal information, averaged across both train–test directions,
was significant (as in Fig. 7). Each remaining vertex was
colored (Fig. 8) according to whether it showed stronger
discrimination of: effectors (blue, cyan); goals (red, yellow); or
no bias (green). In the left hemisphere parietal and postcentral
gyrus regions, this map revealed a gradient of biases in crossmodal action information. Specifically, posteriorly, similarity
patterns favored the distinction between action goals over
effectors. That is, the patterns for lift and punch goals were less
similar to each other relative to the patterns for finger and
whole hand actions. In contrast, moving anteriorly toward the
precentral gyrus, activation patterns favored the representation
of effectors. Finally, in the lateral occipitotemporal clusters,
the representations appeared to show no strong bias. Supplemental Fig. S7 provides maps showing separately areas that are
biased for the representation either of goals or of effectors.
TABLE 2. Significant clusters in experiment 2 that carry
crossmodal information (see Fig. 7)

Center of Mass
Anatomical Location
Left hemisphere
aIPS
OT
poCG
SFG
Right hemisphere
OT
PCC

2

Area, mm

L-R

P-A

I-S

Mean

Max

1,953
749
532
142

⫺44
⫺49
⫺52
⫺23

⫺31
⫺61
⫺19
54

44
2
20
12

3.38
3.72
2.80
⫺2.94

7.61
9.60
5.10
⫺4.40

887
217

43
5

⫺61
⫺56

⫺7
19

3.14
⫺3.19

7.59
⫺6.82

Conventions are like those in Table 1. aIPS, anterior intraparietal sulcus;
OT, occipitotemporal cortex; poCG, postcentral gyrus; SFG, superior frontal
gyrus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex.
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ing the functional runs in (three or four) sets of two runs each.
For each set of two runs, the order of the conditions was
randomly assigned with the constraints that 1) each of the nine
conditions was preceded by each of the nine conditions exactly
once and 2) each condition was present in each of the two runs
four or five times. To reinstate potential carryover effects from
one trial the next at run boundaries, the first four and last four
trials in a run were a repeat of the last four and first four trials,
respectively, of the other run in the same set. The first two and
last two trials in each run, trials during which participants
executed the wrong action, and catch trials were all marked as
trials of no interest and modeled separately in the general linear
model (GLM; see following text). The first trial started 2 s after
the beginning of the run.
Participants were instructed as follows: to rest their right
hand on the table, on the right-hand side of the object (from
their perspective); to only move their right hand during “do”
trials; to leave enough space in between their hand and the
object so that the experimenter could execute the actions on the
object without touching their hand; to keep their left hand and
arm under the table, out of view; and after a “close” instruction,
to keep their eyes closed until they were instructed to open
them again. To ensure that participants followed the instructions correctly, they completed two practice runs of the
experiment: the first before going in the scanner, the second
in the scanner during the first anatomical scan. Participants
were told during training to use the viewed actions as a
model and to match these as closely as possible during their
own performance.
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Discussion
The main results of experiment 2 were highly similar to
those of experiment 1, in spite of several changes to the
experimental task, design, and stimuli. (Note, however, that
these differences preclude direct statistical comparisons of the
two experiments.) We were able to achieve these results with
MVPA in spite of the reduced statistical power provided by an
event-related design (which may nonetheless have improved
the psychological validity of the task). Our principal finding
was that patterns of activity across the dorsal and anterior
parietal cortex, postcentral gyrus, and lateral occipitotemporal
cortex carry significant crossmodal information about transitive actions. The lateral occipitotemporal regions were significant in both hemispheres in both studies, suggesting a cross-

FIG. 8. Regions in which representations are biased for effector or goal
(experiment 2). These data were first masked to select regions for which
accuracy in the overall crossmodal analysis (Fig. 7) was above chance.
Vertices are colored to indicate a bias in favor of either discrimination of the
action effector (blue/cyan) or discrimination of the action goal (red/yellow).
Areas with no bias are shown in green. Note a gradient in the bias from effector
(postcentral gyrus) to action (superior parietal cortex).
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modal action representation that is perhaps not tied to the
laterality of the specific limb used to perform the task. In
contrast, the parietal/postcentral clusters were largely confined
to the left hemisphere. It may be that the action representations
identified here are specific to the hand that was used to perform
the actions, rather than being abstracted across the midline.
However, previous reports have identified left-lateralized activity in response to the planning and execution of goaldirected actions performed by either the left or right hand (e.g.,
Johnson-Frey et al. 2005). Further tests comparing left- and
right-handed actions will be needed to resolve questions about
the laterality of the regions identified here.
The other significant finding of experiment 2 is that we were
able to identify a gradient of information content extending
across the anterior parietal cortex and the postcentral gyrus.
This was achieved by using a factorial design that independently varied the effector and the goal of the actions that were
performed and observed. At the posterior edge of this gradient,
patterns of fMRI activity showed more information about the
goals of the action (lift vs. punch), whereas toward the anterior
edge, into the postcentral gyrus, the bias shifted to favor the
effector used to execute this action (finger vs. hand). Note that
this pattern was observed for crossmodal analyses testing the
similarity of patterns across vision and action. Generally, this
bias is consistent with previous conceptions of the postcentral
gyrus as consisting of somatosensory representations (closely
tied to the body surface), whereas anterior parietal areas represent actions in terms of more abstract hand– object interactions such as different forms of grasp to achieve specific goals.
More specifically the aIPS region in particular has been impli-
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FIG. 7. Group crossmodal surface information map for experiment 2. A: cluster-thresholded map (conventions as in Fig. 3) of crossmodal visuomotor
information about transitive manual actions is found in the left hemisphere, around the junction of the intraparietal and postcentral sulci, and in lateral
occipitotemporal cortex bilaterally (see Table 2). B: the same map as that in A, without cluster thresholding. The color map legend (bottom left) shows the t-value
of the group analysis against chance accuracy for A and B. C: like A, except that mean classification accuracy values (chance ⫽ 25%) are depicted. D: like C,
without cluster thresholding. The color map legend (bottom right) shows the accuracy scale for C and D. CS, central sulcus; PoCS, postcentral sulcus; IPS,
intraparietal sulcus; STS, superior temporal sulcus.
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cated in object-directed grasp as opposed to reach (e.g., Culham et al. 2003; Frey et al. 2005), comparable to the “lift”
versus “punch” distinction tested here. This finding shows that
the techniques devised here have the potential not only to
reveal regions in which actions are coded similarly across the
visual and motor domains, but also to reveal more detailed
information about these representations.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
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The present results succeed in the aim to use fMRI to
identify human brain regions that construct, at the population
level, representations of actions that cross the visual and motor
modalities. Specifically, we show that the distributed neural
activity in the regions identified here encodes both seen and
performed actions in a way that is at least partially unique for
different actions. Thus these broad codes share an essential
property of macaque mirror cells, although given the grossly
different measures used, any comparison between the present
findings and mirror neurons can only be at an abstract level.
Although the nature of the MVPA technique prevents pinpointing the anatomical source of the crossmodal information
with great precision, previous findings shed some light on the
neural representations that are likely to underlie the crossmodal
clusters identified here. The left lateral occipitotemporal region
has long been implicated in the understanding of action (Martin
et al. 1996). Also, the clusters identified here fall close to a
number of functionally defined brain regions that are found
bilaterally, including: the dorsal/posterior focus of the lateral
occipital complex (LOC; Grill-Spector et al. 1999), which is
involved in visual object perception; the body-selective extrastriate body area (EBA; Downing et al. 2001; Peelen and
Downing 2007a); and motion-selective areas including proposed human homologues of middle temporal area (MT;
Tootell et al. 1995) and medial superior temporal area (MST;
Huk et al. 2002). Accordingly, it is difficult to assess which of
these neural populations, if any, may contribute to the crossmodal information identified here. For example, area MST,
which responds to both visual motion and tactile stimulation
(Beauchamp et al. 2007), may carry neural responses that are
crossmodally informative about actions. Further, EBA has
been proposed to have a role in the guidance of unseen motor
behavior and even to play a part in the human mirror “network”
and thus might play a crossmodal role in action representation
(Astafiev et al. 2004; Jackson et al. 2006; but see Candidi et al.
2008; Kontaris et al. 2009; Peelen and Downing 2005; Urgesi
et al. 2007).
Many findings converge on the idea that the parietal cortex
generally codes aspects both of the position of the body and of
its movements and of visual information, particularly regarding
stimuli that are the targets of action. In human neuroimaging
studies, activations in the general region of aIPS have frequently been identified in tasks involving either executing or
observing human actions, typically those that are object-directed (Tunik et al. 2007; Van Overwalle and Baetens 2009).
Evidence of this kind has led some researchers to the conclusion that this region is part of a human mirror system, although
recent investigations with adaptation and MVPA methods have
not supported this hypothesis (Dinstein et al. 2007, 2008a). The
present results provide positive evidence for anterior parietal
cortex carrying a genuinely crossmodal action code.

The left parietal crossmodal clusters extend substantially
into the postcentral gyrus, implicating a role for somatosensory
representations in the visual/motor representation of actions.
This pattern was especially apparent in experiment 2, which
(unlike experiment 1) required finely controlled actions as the
hand interacted with the object in different ways. Previous
work has shown somatosensory activation by seeing others
reach for and manipulate objects (e.g., Avikainen et al. 2002;
Cunnington et al. 2006), as well as during passive touch (e.g.,
Keysers et al. 2004). The role of somatosensation in representing sensory aspects during haptic object exploration (e.g.,
Miquee et al. 2008) suggests its role in action simulation
during observation is based on the sensory-tactile aspects of
skin– object interactions (e.g., Gazzola and Keysers 2009; see
also Keysers et al. 2010).
In experiment 2 we tested the hypothesis that meaningful,
object-directed actions would be more effective than intransitive actions in engaging the ventral premotor cortex (PMv), as
found in previous single-unit studies of the macaque and in
univariate fMRI studies of the human (e.g., Rizzolatti et al.
1996a,b, 2001). This hypothesis was not confirmed and, indeed, in neither experiment did we find significant crossmodal
information in PMv. Previous evidence for common coding of
vision and action in human PMv was based on overlapping
activations in univariate analyses and, as noted earlier, this
could be due to separate but overlapping neural codes for
visual and motor action properties in the same brain region.
On its face, however, that argument is not consistent with the
findings of Kilner et al. (2009) who found adaptation in PMv
from vision to action and vice versa. Note, however, that the
visual stimuli in Kilner et al. (2009) were depicted from an
egocentric view that matched the participant’s own viewpoint,
rather than the typical view seen of another person’s actions. In
contrast, in our study the visual stimuli were clearly views of
another person’s actions. Further studies should test whether
MVPA approaches detect crossmodal action information in
PMv when the visually presented actions are seen egocentrically (and also whether adaptation effects are found when
actions are presented allocentrically). If MVPA and adaptation
effects in PMv are found only for egocentric views, this would
limit the proposed homology between BOLD activity in this
region in humans and single-cell findings in the macaque.
Setting aside the above-cited considerations, it could of
course be the case that crossmodal visual/motor action properties are represented jointly in human PMv from any viewing
perspective, but on a spatial scale that is not well matched by
the combination of imaging resolution and MVPA methods
adopted here (cf. Swisher et al. 2010). It is difficult to draw
conclusions from a null effect and we do not take the absence
of significant clusters in PMv (and other) regions in the present
study as strong evidence against the presence of crossmodal
visuomotor representations in those regions.
As reviewed in the INTRODUCTION, recent evidence on visuomotor action representations from repetition-suppression methods is mixed. One possible hypothesis is that the relevant
neural populations may not adapt in the same way as do
neurons in other regions such as visual cortex. Previous singlecell studies in macaques support this proposal. For example,
Leinonen et al. (1979) measured neural activity in aIPS, noting
that “Cells that responded to palpation or joint movement
showed no marked habituation on repetitive stimulation.” Sim-
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have identified areas of potential interest—specifically the
lateral occipitotemporal cortex—that were not examined by
previous studies of crossmodal visuomotor action representation.
Finally, one general issue that must be confronted is that of
mental imagery. It is possible in principle that areas that appear
to carry crossmodal vision/action information are actually
unimodal, with the additional assumption that one type of task
(e.g., performing actions) elicits imagery in another modality
(e.g., visual imagery for actions) that is highly similar to a
real-world percept (e.g., seeing actions performed). Indeed,
studies that explicitly compare actual performance and imagined performance of actions do find overlapping areas of brain
activity (e.g., in parietal cortex; Filimon et al. 2007; Lui et al.
2008). This issue is not only relevant to the present work but
also to a wide range of previous studies on action perception/
performance. Indeed it could apply still more generally across
other studies of multimodal cognition: for example, brain areas
active for reading words, or for hearing meaningful sounds, or
for tactile perception of textures could all in principle reflect
visual imagery for their referent objects. The present study
does not resolve this question. One avenue for future research
would be to adapt the methods used here to test for crossmodal
action representations when visual action depictions are presented under conditions of divided attention (which would
presumably make imagery more difficult) or even under subliminal conditions (which would make it impossible).
Conclusions
The present results open the way for future studies using
MVPA to explore the neural “space” of action representation.
Furthermore, the approach developed here could be adopted to
test the boundaries of crossmodal action matching. For example, the preceding discussion raised a question about the extent
to which the neural activity patterns elicited by observing
actions is modulated by variations in viewpoint (cf. Vogt et al.
2003). Additionally, we can ask what role attention and task set
play in the construction of crossmodal action representations
(cf. Esterman et al. 2009; Reddy et al. 2009). Finally, combining transcranial magnetic stimulation with fMRI would open
the possibility of disrupting information-bearing areas, such as
those identified here, to assess the consequent effects on behavior
and on remote, interconnected brain regions.
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ilarly, Gallese et al. (1996) mentioned that for mirror neurons
in frontal area F5, “the visual stimuli most effective in triggering mirror neurons were actions in which the experimenter’s
hand or mouth interacted with objects. The responses evoked
by these stimuli were highly consistent and did not habituate.”
However, several imaging adaptation studies have shown
within-modality adaptation effects and/or unidirectional crossmodal adaptation (Chong et al. 2008; Hamilton and Grafton
2006). In some cases (e.g., Chong et al. 2008), this could reflect
adaptation of semantic representations instead of (or in addition to) visuomotor representations, although in other paradigms this possibility can be ruled out (Lingnau et al. 2009).
Most recently, as noted earlier, Kilner et al. (2009) reported
fully crossmodal adaptation effects.
A potentially important consideration is that the repetitionsuppression studies to date have focused on short-term repetition, which relates in uncertain and potentially complex ways
to single-unit spiking activity (Sawamura et al. 2006) and to
long-term priming (Epstein et al. 2008). This emphasis on the
short-term changes in activity resulting from repetition stands
in contrast to the present approach of identifying those aspects
of activation patterns that remain constant over relatively long
timescales on the order of tens of minutes. Clearly, further
studies will need to directly compare MVPA and adaptation
measures (both short-term and long-term) of crossmodal action
representations.
As noted earlier, there have been previous attempts to
identify crossmodal visuomotor action representations with
MVPA, most notably by Dinstein et al. (2008a). That study
used an event-related fMRI paradigm and a “rock–paper–
scissors” task, in which participants freely chose to perform
one of three actions on each trial in a simulated competition
against a computer opponent. MVPA revealed that activity in
left and right aIPS could discriminate, within-modality, among
both perceived and performed actions, but in contrast to the
present findings this did not extend to the crossmodal case.
Although there are some similarities between Dinstein et al.
(2008a) and the present study that can be excluded as causing
the divergent results (e.g., both used similar LDA classifiers;
both tested hand movements), there are several differences
between the approaches used. For one, Dinstein et al. (2008a)
used functionally defined regions of interest and so may have
missed areas that do not necessarily exhibit strong responses in
the univariate sense (see following text). Alternatively, task
characteristics may be important. The “rock–paper–scissors”
task has the advantage over other paradigms that participants
freely choose their own actions to perform. However, in it,
actions are also performed in a competitive context, which may
alter or inhibit representations of the opponent’s actions.
Our findings underscore the benefits of whole-brain analyses
for MVPA. The use of standardized coordinates does not take
into account intersubject variability in the anatomical structure
of the brain, whereas using functional localizers to identify a
priori regions of interest relies on the assumption that higher
gross activation levels (e.g., for doing and seeing actions) in a
region are a necessary condition for identifying representations
of individual actions in that region. Our novel combination of
surface reconstruction and information mapping (Oosterhof et
al. 2010) provides a data-driven map for the whole brain,
featuring voxel selection and interparticipant alignment that
respect cortical anatomy (Fischl et al. 1999). In this way we
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